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Photographer John Darwell (http://johndarwell.com/index.php) is the Edge of Humanity Magazine contributor of this photo essay. These images are from his project ‘Legacy: Inside the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone (http://johndarwell.com/index.php?r=image/default/category&alias=legacy-inside-the-chernobyl-exclusion-zone)’. To see John’s body of work click on any image.
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Images produced within the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone, a 30 kilometer radius no-entry area that was evacuated after the nuclear meltdown at the Chernobyl Power Plant in 1986. The area contained one major city, Pripyat, over seventy villages and scores of farms. The people living in these locations were given twenty four hours to gather their possessions and were then moved to locations around the Ukraine, in most cases never to return.
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